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 The not good, actually, the wrenching bad situations? - If you wish to create a lifestyle that fits your
values and is emotionally rewarding…. It asks question, has exercises, quotes, tales, and information. - In
order to explore some equipment to help you buffer the rough spots that happen to us all. - If you want to
arrange for your final times and finish as well as possible…. Journeywell provides a framework and an
experience for examining the depth and mystery of your journey. - In case you are thinking about the
differences between mid and later on life…. What have been a few of the choice moments?- If you are
searching for a practical direct to help you review what offers been essential thus far in your daily life, and
what is important to you now…. How did you complete those times? What tools do you need to complete
the rough spots nearby? Journeywell deals with the difficult along with the delights of maturing. Who
were the powerful people in your daily life? To whom are you essential? What do you must do now to
help make the rest of your life as enjoyable, meaningful, and well balanced as possible? What have you
learned? What are you proud of? Herbert summarizes everything with her Three Ups: Wake Up, Show
Up, Lighten Up.
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 Above all, it's about not squandering your energies on fear and despair, for ageing is the universal
individual condition, and those who have the will to reframe it'll find in it new meaning and spirit. Also
about aged dogs learning new techniques. Treat every day like an experience. It'll be helpful not only to
older adults, their own families, and caregivers, but to teachers, social workers, clergy who would like to
promote thoughtful dialogue about late life problems and opportunities." If the solution is 'nothing', then
do it proudly. Nothing wrong with carrying out nothing! A book that may change your life." A Choiceful
Life There's a catch-22 in the broad range of choices for vital aging that are now available in later life..
Quality Aging is a Quality guidebook Liked the format of being able to choose where I wanted to
begin.Reframing the Human Condition This book is about wrestling with your destiny and shaping it to
your own ends, and about living fully in the moment.Judith Guest, author of Ordinary People. In case you
are aging, buy this publication! This is by far the best book on Aging that I have ever seen. It offers
sound, common-sense information on a variety of topics related to aging, from practical issues such as
healthcare and estate planning to even more gnarly and elusive subjects such as making a long life
meaningful, dealing with loneliness, coping with resentment and anger, and "finishing well. Useful for
all! Great Ideas On Aging/Quality Aging! A fantastic resource for anyone--and for s small group exploring
issues of aging well. Excellent Resource I would recommend this to anyone.. Enjoyed the blurbs and
literary references.well-organized and easily can proceed to the parts you are most thinking about. It is an
awesome book but We am lucky to have been in a group led by Trish Herbert in going right through
Journeywell!maybe also save it.. Journeywell: A Guide to Quality Aging Journeywell serves mainly
because a catalyst to help you ponder the most important thing to you and steps to make your afterwards
years as effective as they are able to possibly be. Sound Advice Journeywell is aptly named. Very hands
on with lots of things to think about. Trish Herbert is usually a wise woman who not merely lays out the
precious array of choices therefore that we are able to see them clearly, but also manuals us via an
individualized, extremely personal process of decision-making. For example, I enjoyed the explanation of
the three "ups" which are necessary to aging well: Wake up, show up, and reduce.The book would also
be a godsend to those that find themselves caring for an aged relative or friend.Most of all I think Trish
Herbert covered all of the bases of aging vitally. You can find stories, queries and exercises, details, and
practical equipment suggested to help you program and negotiate the rough spots. "What'll I do
today?--Bolton Anthony, Founder of Second Trip -- a non-profit corporation promoting "mindfulness,
provider and community in the next half of lifestyle.. We appreciate having them, but then have to decide
among them." The book is definitely enlivened with cartoons and quotations, contains a number of handy
"workbook" sections, and advantages from quite a few pithy sayings that the author has certainly honed
from an eternity spent studying and working with the elderly, and in addition from studying herself. The
effect? A Choiceful Life!
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